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ABOUT CCLW

The CCLW database builds on more than a decade of data collection by the Grantham Research Institute at the London School of Economics and Political Science, with institutional partners.

1. Originates from a collaboration between the Grantham Research Institute and GLOBE International on a series of Climate Legislation Studies

2. Since 2023, has been powered by machine learning and natural language processing technology developed by Climate Policy Radar (CPR)

3. Together, CPR and GRI maintain and update what is currently the most comprehensive global resource on climate law and policy, with over 5,000+ climate laws, policies and UNFCCC submissions from every country.
Key features

CCLW helps decision makers who need to access information about climate law and policy in order to do their jobs more effectively.

Search the full text of 5,000+ laws, policies and UNFCCC submissions from every country

Search documents in any language in English

See exact matches, similar and related phrases highlighted in the text

Find net zero targets and other climate targets linked to laws and policies for each country
Search results for gender responsive climate laws

Constitution of Tuvalu 2023
Tuvalu's Constitution was updated in 2023 to contain provisions that reaffirm Tuvalu's statehood in perpetuity in the context of climate change. It also commits the government of Tuvalu to responding to climate change, which poses threats to the welfare of Tuvalu's population.

Draft Law No. 38/XV/1: State Budget for 2023
The 2023 budget law reduces VAT on bicycles in order to ramp up their modal share.

Federal Climate Adaptation Act (KAnG)
The Federal Climate Adaptation Act is Germany's (separate) climate framework law aimed at strengthening society, the economy and infrastructure as well as nature and ecosystems. Pursuant to the law, the government will adopt an adaptation strategy with measurable targets by the end of September 2023. The ...
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• Access the database: https://climate-laws.org

• Access our reports at: https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/research-areas/climate-change-governance-legislation-and-litigation/

• Contact us: Catherine Higham – c.m.higham@lse.ac.uk